
Put this slide up while delegates are waiting for course to start.
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FIRSTLY (HOUSKEEPING CHECKLIST SHEET):
On arrival at the venue, the person who will be presenting the above housekeeping 
slide should go around the venue and complete the Housekeeping CHECKLIST sheet.

HOUSEKEEPING SLIDE - tell the delegates to:

1. Mobile phone: please switch to silent unless you need to keep it on for 
emergencies or because you are on call. If you receive a call, then just take it 
outside the room. (you will need to remind them re mobile phones after each of 
the breaks as likely to switch them back on again when break for tea, lunch etc)

2. Alarm/emergency escape:
1. ALWAYS (when completing the Housekeeping Checklist) check both 

primary and secondary emergency escape routes (a) so you will remember 
them in event of having to escape and (b) to make sure escape door to 
outside is not locked and © to check if there’s a step or drop at the exit (in 
case people rushing out trip on this).

2. – describe to the delegates the route they would be expected to take in 
the first instance (in event of fire etc), and then describe an alternative 
route, in event of primary route being blocked.

3. Atttendance / Fire Register – explain that this will need to be taken with you in 
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event of fire alarm and then peoples names will be ticked off on it.   If someone is 
missing, please write “DNA” ( did not attend) next to their name; if they’ve called 
in sick or similar, then just put ‘Sick’ next to their name.

4. Toilets – explain where the nearest male, female and accessible toilets are.  
Advise they don’t need to ask to go to WC, just leave whenever they want to!

5. Smoking – explain if smoking allowed in the building, on the grounds, or off the 
grounds completely. If there is a designated smoking area, explain where this is.

6. Refreshments - (a) where are they (b) are they free or do delegates need to pay 
(©) are they at a set time or can you break when you like.

7. Bins – point out where rubbish bin is in room and also what recycling 
arrangements there are , if any

8. Security – advise the delegates if they can or cannot leave their valuables in the 
training room during the breaks.  Check at reception if possible to lock the room 
during breaks or if either of the trainers will be in the room. If neither applies, 
then tell delegates to take their bags etc with them.

9. Room temperature – check (a) ventilation – can windows be opened and (b) if 
there is air conditioning and © if radiators can be controlled. Ask delegates if 
room warm/cool enough.

10. Hear/See presentations – make sure all delegates (especially those at the ‘ends’ 
of the U shape of tables and also those sitting in the ‘bends’ of the U can see both 
screen, trainer and flip chart. Double check with everyone that they can see 
everything ok.  Also check if people at back of room can hear you ok?  

11. Handouts – go through the handouts that the delegates have and make sure they 
have everything they should have.

12. Evaluation Forms – explain which of the following apply:  Eval forms to be handed 
out at end of each day OR at end of all the training OR will not be handed out but 
their organization will send them a link or make other arrangements after the 
training for evaluations

13. Explain that Viva will emai Certificate to anyone who would like one but they 
need to sign the ‘email’ list (which you will hand out at the end of  each training 
day)
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14. Programme – go through the programme with them i.e. expalin which modules 
are being covered a.m. and p.m. and also when the breaks are. Also explain that 
courses finishes at (normally 4.15) and there is then 15 min for final questions, 
complete evaluations etc and they should be out the door by 4.30 (4.45 if public 
course) at the latest.

15. Leaving early – explain that fine to leave early (from trainers’ point of view) but 
they need to let one of you know as otherwise you’ll have to stop the course and 
go looking for them!  Explain you understand people often have to leave early for 
child care reasons, or work reasons r other appointments, and just to let you 
know what time they plan on leaving.  If they leave before 3pm, please let Trish 
know.
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Just to let delegates know:

Contact details for viva access are at bottom of this slide and are also on most of their 
handouts, at bottom of pages.

AND that Viva Access has a website and it has a lot of useful information on it, such 
as: - see next slide….
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Public courses – we specialize in housing and run courses in London on different 
dates of the year and also looking to start running them in Scotland, later this year.  
Anyone can attend these courses and you can go on the website and have a look at 
them.

In-Service – these are where Viva is commissioned by a local authority to run courses 
for their staff (mostly but not exclusively OTs). Run courses all over UK and RoI. 
(republic of Ireland)

The rest is self explanatory and can be fund on the website.
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This slide is to make delegates aware of the range of courses that Viva offers – 9 in 
total.

Courses designed by Ots and for Ots (point this out if the audience is comprised Ots).

Also mention that team of trainers includes architects, Ots, surveyors and grants 
officers
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Don’t do detailed explanation here as these items are dealt individually later in the 
session. Slide intended just to give delegates an overall sense of what the module is 

about.

Worth putting the RUP Module in context e.g. 

“Plans/drawings are a ‘visual’ language and good for OTs to know basics of this 

‘language’ – so as to enhance”:

1. Professional credibility

2. To support service user. OTs are often the link between the s/u and 

technical personnel such as surveyors, builders, architects, EHOs and 



technical officers. Good for Ots to be able to explain the plans to the s/u 

and help them to understand what is being proposed.

3. Communication with ‘technical’ colleagues. Just as Ots learn medical 

terms etc in university, how to read medical reports etc, so as to be able to 

communicate with medical, nursing and para-medical colleagues, so too 

they should learn building terms etc so as to be able to communicate with 

builders, surveyors etc. And this includes being able to read and interpret 

drawings.

4. OTs often asked to comment on adaptation or new build schemes and 

advise as to their accessibility so essential they can read the drawings to a 

reasonable level of professionalism”
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Planning
Most planning applications require a location plan and a site plan (also known as a block 
plan). 

Site plan (aka Location Plan)
Site plans particularly useful when appraising new build housing schemes.
Show location of property in relation to shops, day centres and other surrounding facilities -
where property is in relation to surroundings, town etc
Show pavements (and widths of pavements) - may be useful if wheelchair user to move here.
Typically at scales of 1:1250 or 1:2500).
Could calculate the gradient of pathways if had scale rule and if spot levels provided on 
drawing i.e. measure the distance between the two measurements and then divide by the 
change in level. Important to note if site is sloping as this may impact on wheelchair user.
Grid lines: vertical lines point north/south, and horizontal lines east/west

Block plan
Shows the proposed development in relation to the property boundary.
Block plans typically submitted at a scale of either 1:200 or 1:500 and should include:
• The size and position of the existing building (and any extensions proposed) in relation to 

the property boundary
• The position and use of any other buildings within the property boundary
• The position and width of any adjacent streets

General arrangement plan
Typically floor layouts or room layouts.
They are normally ‘clutter free’ i.e. don’t have all the electrics, wiring, plumbing etc. These 
are the plans OT s normally receive.
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Street-View (Google)
Useful to do this pre initial visit - see if entrance has steps, if street is level or hilly; size of 
property (number stories), vegetation, lighting, on street parking etc
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DRAWING FEATURES

This slide is simply to give delegates an overview of the way plans are typically laid out and 
also to point out their essential features. Explain to the delegates that these features are 
addressed in detail later in the session so just a general introduction here. The slide is 
animated so each time you click the laser pen, one of the following titles will appear and an 
arrow pointed to the relevant feature on the drawing.
Features:

Plan view - most common one that OTs will receive - usually floor plans or room plan. Is 
essentially birds eye view - looking down from above. Can ascertain how the different floors 
may fit on top of each other by using stairs as an anchor.

Elevations - generally of outside of building - useful for extensions, ramps etc and showing 
before / after. 
Sections - vertical slice through a building or space or room. Useful when you need to see 
heights or changes in level e.g for bathrooms and kitchens - to show heights of worksurfaces, 
shower seat etc. Also useful for ramps and steps.

Title block - key to the drawing and gives essential information such as the scale of the 
drawing. Usually in bottom right hand corner of plan (due to how they were folded 
traditionally) and occasionally a strip along a bottom of the plan.  This is explained in greater 
detail later on.
Revisions - in tandem with title block - a method of recording changes to a drawing to make 
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sure the different drafts don’t get mixed up and that professionals/builders don’t end up with 
different versions of the scheme. This is relevant where for example an adaptation is 
proposed, the OT then assesses it and asks for changes to be made. Each time the drawing 
changes, it should have a revision letter added e.g. first time, Revision A, second time 
drawing changes, Revision B and so on. The original date of the drawing however should 
remain the same – only change is the revision letter. Good practice if the revision also states 
what changes have been made to the scheme.  IF the designer does not add revision letters, 
then at the very least, s/he should change the date on the drawing.
Key / legend - simply to explain symbols etc that may be on drawing. Not always provided but 
useful if they are. Majority of drawing ‘symbols’ are universal but in some cases architects / 
surveyors will create their own symbols and so useful to have a key/legend which explains 
what these are.
-

Schedules or specifications - not always provided but useful to have details of doors, windows 
etc
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Plan view
Horizontal slice through a room, floor of a building or a space. Usually taken around 1.5 
metres AFL so as to ensure they cut through the doors and windows, as otherwise birds eye 
view would be of brick/wall only. Most of the drawings OTs will receive will be plan views. 
Slide shows a ‘3-d’ view and then its 2-d equivalent.

Ask delegates what information the drawing above gives:
• Location of doors and windows. The less windows in a room, the darker it may be 

(depending on their size) but useful to be aware of this in terms of assessing suitability for 
someone with visual impairment for example.

• Swing of door - explain normally shown now as an arc and important to note when 
assessing a scheme that this is effectively ‘dead space’ - cannot locate furniture here. The 
more doors off a room, the less circulation space there is due to dead ‘door swing’ spaces.

• Sizes of rooms (width and length) if drawing to scale
• Relationship of rooms to each other (floor layout)
• The ‘cut line’ or ‘slice’ is horizontal and is usually taken half way up window/door –

enables you to see arrangement of windows and doors in property
• Existance of stairs - indicates if another floor exists or if bungalow (as in this drawings)

Ask delegates what plan view ‘doesn’t’ show
• Changes of level (steps / ramps). 
• Heights (e.g. of window cills, worktops, shower seats, door handles etc)
• Stairs!  So the architect has made mistake!  (if you didn’t know alreayThis is an 

opportunity to emphasise to the delegates that the art of reading drawings is not just 
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working out what is on the drawing but also identifying what (a) is missing or (b) doesn’t 
make sense.  For good practice, the OT should always be making notes as they go through 
the drawing and jotting down queries about it, to then ask the architect/surveyor about.
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Add arrows and text
Aim: explain that in this slide we are going to look at common symbols and conventions.
Ask delegates to identify what the different rooms are e.g. dining room, living room etc
Explain we are now going to look at common symbols and conventions, such as:

Line in front of door - the ‘convention’ is that this indicates a change in level - normally the number of steps is shown but not always. 
Show the equivalent on the 3-day drawing opposite. Advise that term ‘change of level’ can be more useful than steps as is more 
accurate and requirements for ramping etc can be worked out from this. E.g. if you know there are 3 steps at a property entrance, 
that doesn’t tell you what the change of level is as you don’t know what the heights of the steps are. Advise that as plans now usually 
drawn using CAD (computer aided design), there might be the possibility that arch/surveyor has just left it in by mistake - should 
always check if not sure. E.g. see discrepancy in relation to rear door of property and step shown on 3-d drawing but not on plan view

- No line at rear side door which suggests that land sloping upwards. However, 3-d version shows a stop so need to double check with 
architect/surveyor.
Arrow on stairs, steps and ramps - convention is that these point up (direction of travel)
Break line - usually on stairs, steps and ramps. Is a ‘convention’ to allow the designer to assert that the stairs are carrying on but at the 
same time you can see what’s located underneath e.g. cupboard, downstairs WC etc.  - do stairs actually cut off - explain so as to 
show stuff underneath and what’s happening here
Dotted/dashed lines e.g. above kitchen worktops
To indicate items that are located high up i.e. above the horizontal ‘cut’ line. Ask delegates to identify what the dotted lines here 
indicate (wall cupboards).

Construction of walls (external = cavity; internal = brick/block) - useful to know in relation to grab/handrails.

Section line – will come to this later in session.
How to get a sense of the scale of the drawing? Kitchen worktop usually 600mm. Compare depth of kitchen counter with depth of 
sofa. Sofa appears to have been shrunk - ¾ size. Very useful if furniture (full size) shown as gives sense of scale - rooms can often 
appear to be bigger when empty.

Ask OTs what issues there may be in relation to the arrangement of doors by the front entrance & the design of the stair case – i.e.
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o Front entrance door opens into dining room doorway and potentially hazardous
o Foot of stair case is up against the dining room door way – no landing space for stairlift (would have to use 

hinged extension). Also, inadequate space for stairlift between foot of stair and front entrance door (when 
open). 
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Ask delegates to locate the front door to property.

POINT OUT:
• Symbol for sockets: ask how many in living room and kitchen and is this enough? Discuss importance of 

sockets when commenting on extensions and new builds or major conversions due to the need for these in 
terms of equipment.

• Curved/arced/wavy lines - these are representational and not part of structure. Simply to show which lights 
are connected to which switches. Ask why they think they’re drawing with curvy lines and not straight? (so as 
not to confuse with structure or dimension lines)

• Wall construction
• Light witches (rocker, pull cord and 2-way). 2 way useful if person spends a lot of time in bed for example, to 

have by bed and by doorway.
• Ceiling light
• Fluorescent light (kitchen)
• Break line - on stairs. Ask delegates what this is allowing to be revealed.
• Arrow pointing up (and discuss what would be the implications if arrow was pointing other way i.e. would 

indicate that stairs coming up from basement
• Smoke detector
• Kitchen units
• ‘X’ under worktops - explain indicates that appliance or other obstruction here
• VP - vision panel (in some of the doors). Point one out if in training room. Useful where (a) someone needs to 

be supervised e.g. communal home where people have challenging behaviour or are vulnerable to falls etc or 
(b) in corridors so that wheelchair user can see if someone approaching and door will open towards them.

• Posts outside and how you can tell from these size and location of extension overhead.
• Dining table - too squashed against wall, not realistic. Commonly shown like this on drawings but need to 

factor in additional space to approach the table (if wheelchair user) and also to pull out chair (if ambulant 
disabled).

• Door dimensions - doorleaf sizes etc. Explain that these are not clear opening widths, just door leaf sizes. 
Essential that OTs etc clear about this as a common mistake.
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insert better images of title block and revisions

TITLE BLOCK - provides essential information, such as:
o Address of property / name of client
o Scale of drawing
o Date drawing first issued e.g. here 26 Jan 2015
o Initials of architect/surveyor (normally provided) - useful if need to check something about drawing so you know who to contact
o Whether existing or proposed space - very important, particularly if taking over someone’s case - can be difficult to know if you’re 

looking at the existing scheme or at the proposal if the drawing doesn’t specify
o What the space is - usually obvious but not always so. Useful for it to say if front garden, bathroom, bedroom etc.
o What floor it is (if internal) e.g. ground floor, first etc. Essential if dealing with larger schemes with multiple floors e.g. care home, 

college, block of flats et.
o Drawing number - specific to that particular drawing

Good practice for OTs and other assessors to reference the relevant drawings (including revision numbers/letters) when making
comments - so that if checking comments in the future, you can see exactly which drawing you were basing the assessment on.

REVISIONS
Very important for keeping track of changes to drawings and to ensure all personnel working to the same drawing. Usually denoted by 
letter e.g. rev A (first revision), rev B (second revision) etc and sometimes by number if pre planning.

Convention is that the first drawing shows date at which it was drawing and the revision box is blank. If the drawing is then amended, 
the date will remain the same but the revision box will contain letter A. Second amendment, date remains the same but revision box 
contains letter B - and so on.

Some plans detail what the revisions were for e.g. rev A might have involved the addition of door widening or repositioning of proposed 
shower. Useful to have this as you can then see the history of the drawing / scheme. 

OTs drawings (e.g. of adaptation proposals) should not be constructed from i.e. they are design proposals only.  OTs should always put 
disclaimer on drawings to this effect e.g. this drawing is not to be constructed from. Even if it is to scale - possibly useful to state 
‘approximate scale 1:50, 1:20 etc’

If OT drafts adaptation proposal but it is not to scale, should state ‘sketch only’.

PAPER SIZES
Point out to delegates where it says ‘A3 - 1:100’
Explain now a requirement to state which paper size the drawing, at the specified scale’ relates to. This is due to drawings now being 
emailed or issued electronically. If you don’t print out to the specified paper size, then it won’t print out at the specified scale.

Explain we address this in more detail later in the session but just need to flag it up now - all drawings should give the paper size and 
scale combined
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insert better images of title block and revisions

TITLE BLOCK - provides essential information, such as:
o Address of property / name of client
o Scale of drawing
o Date drawing first issued e.g. here 26 Jan 2015
o Initials of architect/surveyor (normally provided) - useful if need to check something about drawing so you know who to contact
o Whether existing or proposed space - very important, particularly if taking over someone’s case - can be difficult to know if you’re 

looking at the existing scheme or at the proposal if the drawing doesn’t specify
o What the space is - usually obvious but not always so. Useful for it to say if front garden, bathroom, bedroom etc.
o What floor it is (if internal) e.g. ground floor, first etc. Essential if dealing with larger schemes with multiple floors e.g. care home, 

college, block of flats et.
o Drawing number - specific to that particular drawing

Good practice for OTs and other assessors to reference the relevant drawings (including revision numbers/letters) when making
comments - so that if checking comments in the future, you can see exactly which drawing you were basing the assessment on.

REVISIONS
Very important for keeping track of changes to drawings and to ensure all personnel working to the same drawing. Usually denoted by 
letter e.g. rev A (first revision), rev B (second revision) etc and sometimes by number if pre planning.

Convention is that the first drawing shows date at which it was drawing and the revision box is blank. If the drawing is then amended, 
the date will remain the same but the revision box will contain letter A. Second amendment, date remains the same but revision box 
contains letter B - and so on.

Some plans detail what the revisions were for e.g. rev A might have involved the addition of door widening or repositioning of proposed 
shower. Useful to have this as you can then see the history of the drawing / scheme. 

OTs drawings (e.g. of adaptation proposals) should not be constructed from i.e. they are design proposals only.  OTs should always put 
disclaimer on drawings to this effect e.g. this drawing is not to be constructed from. Even if it is to scale - possibly useful to state 
‘approximate scale 1:50, 1:20 etc’

If OT drafts adaptation proposal but it is not to scale, should state ‘sketch only’.

PAPER SIZES
Point out to delegates where it says ‘A3 - 1:100’
Explain now a requirement to state which paper size the drawing, at the specified scale’ relates to. This is due to drawings now being 
emailed or issued electronically. If you don’t print out to the specified paper size, then it won’t print out at the specified scale.

Explain we address this in more detail later in the session but just need to flag it up now - all drawings should give the paper size and 
scale combined
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Add hatching / do better symbols sheet
Key
Keys list symbols contained on the drawing and provide explanations of these. The 
majority of symbols and conventions are universally recognisable but there will be 
some variation on these between different architects/surveyors so useful to have 
them explained in a key/legend, if provided.

Explain to the delegates that won’t go into detail here as covered later in the session 
but can use this slide for reference.

Hatching (as in ‘Key to masonry’ image above)
Hatching frequently used on drawings to show the materials in which parts of 
building are constructed. 

Show on flip chart hatching for:
o Brick wall
o Blockwork wall
o Stud / partition wall
o Concrete (little triangles)
o Insulation

Useful to have an idea of wall construction in particular in terms of accommodating 
grab/hand rails.
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North arrows
Required on all drawings being submitted for planning approval.
Purpose - to orientate the scheme. Arrow always points north.
Why useful to OTs or similar - give idea of direction of glare and amount of sunlight in 
relation to different parts of a property. E.g. if advising on residential care home, school or 
other communal facility - if activity room facing east, might want to advise on blinds as way 
of reducing glare as sun rises in the east; if horticulture project / gardening activities, advise 
on area to be south or west facing; if person in home with visual impairment, again advise on 
blinds and also positioning of sitting room so had good amount of sunlight. Well being -
daylight
Also consider heating - maybe additional if bathroom north facing
Or in bed for large parts of day - nicer if sun coming through window - consider if planning 
where to position extension

Scale bar
Required on all drawings being submitted for planning approval.
Useful in terms of checking drawing is to the stated scale and also to check for any distortion.

Spot/surface levels
Show level of ground above sea level - at specific ‘spot’s
Very useful for working out changes in level between inside and outside of properties and 
between beginning and end of streets for example. Can then work out gradients/lengths of 
ramps from this, gradients of steets etc (if wheelchair user being rehoused to an area and 
need to know if location is level or gently sloping so can self propel to shops, bus stop etc

Datum levels
Is a ‘point zero’ from which heights above and below are taken. Often shown on drawings for 
bigger schemes and usually taken from point on street or in garden or occasionally inside the 
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property. Can be useful for calculating ceiling heights e.g. if installing ceiling track hoist and 
want to know that there is sufficient height for client to clear the rim of the bath, bed etc
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Should hit coffee break slide at 11.00 (in-house) or 11.30 (external).

15 min break.

Tell delegates the actual time the session will be re-starting.
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Ask how many people need a scale rule and then hand out.



Introduce topic of scale by gauging level of experience in the room - ask hands up how many people are 

comfortable/experienced using a scale rule; how many don’t know how to use at all.

Explain what scale is
Pick out a delegate who has indicated they are experienced in scale and ask them to explain to the less experienced people 

in the group what scale is and why OTs (and other assessors) need to use it.

Trainer to then explain scale as:

• A way of reducing in size those objects and spaces that would not normally fit onto a sheet of paper e.g. tables they 

sitting at wouldn’t fit, never mind a house or a whole block of flats.

• Very importantly, that as object or space is reduced in size/shrunk, it must retain its proportionality.

• Use table as example (or their own bodies) e.g. table is approx 3 times as wide as it is deep; when it has been shrunk so 

as to fit on sheet of A4, it should still be showing as 3 times as wide as it is deep. The same with our bodies - if we were 

to be shrunk so as to fit on sheet of paper, our heads should still retain the same ratio to our bodies e.g. our head for 

example should not be showing as smaller than our toe!

Explain what 1.50, 1:100 etc means

• ‘1’ just relates to unit of measurement that you are working in e.g. could be working in inches, mm, metres, feet etc.

• Slide shows doorway which is typical height of approx 2 metres. The same door of 2M is drawn at different scales but if 

you used a scale rule to measure it, they would both read as 2M, as long as you used a 1:50 scale to measure the 1:50 

doorway and a 1:100 scale to measure the 1:100 doorway.

• Where it says 1:50, this means the doorway in reality is 50 times the size of that shown on the drawing. Or equally, the 

doorway has been shrunk to a 50th of its size, so as to fit on the drawing.  This is why larger spaces/buildings such as 

hotels, housing estates etc have scales of 1:200, 500, 1250 etc as they have to be shrunk many more times so as to fit 

on a sheet of paper.

• The bigger the number, the smaller the scale.

• Explain that only metric measurements are used on drawings in UK - and only metres and millimetres (not centimetres).  

• Explain (and demonstrate) paper sizes from A5 (flyer) – A1 (flipchart). A5 is typical flyer; twice A5 is A4; twice A4 is A3; 

twice A3 is A2 and twice A2 is A1 (flip chart paper size)
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Aim - to show how the same object looks when drawn at different scales; different levels of information provided by different scales.

Ask delegates not to look at the next page and to turn their handout over so they can’t see the slides. Ask delegates to say what they think the drawing is of?

1:200
• Ask delegates to imagine the slide is a piece of paper and point out how drawing at this scale fits easily into page – lots of clear space around the edges.
• What do they observe? – point out that, as it is ‘small scale’, very little detail.
• Point out that the scale is 1:200 - usually used on larger developments e.g. floor plan block of flats or basement car parking areas.

1:100
• If they haven’t already guessed, ask delegates again what the drawing represents
• Point out more detail e.g. stairwell indicated by arrows and treads.
• Is relatively large scale (1:100) and still fits on page - but less space around the edges than the 1:200 scale

Point out some or all (time permitting)
o Numbering of windows and doors e.g. W104 is the 4th window on the 1st floor - usually indicates that there is a window/door schedule (or sometimes detailed drawing) for each 

window or door numbered. Numbered on same system as used in hotels for example.
o Suggest that OTs (and their surveyors) use numbering if adapting a number of different doorways, windows etc - for accuracy.
o Explain ‘break line’ on stairs
o FRSC - fire resistant self closing - ask why important to know this? (fire resistant doors can be thicker and heavier; doors with self closers often sprung quite tightly and hard to 

open or ‘snap’ shut and so potentially difficult or hazardous for older or disabled people to use)
o Wheelchair refuge - cover briefly (including fire protected stair wells) but advise that we do in more detail on Technical Considerations course. Usually located near stairwells and 

lifts – points of access/egress.
o Numbers in rectangular boxes - these are landing levels

1:50
Slide - space around edges nearly gone (at scale 1:50) – stairwell just about fits on page.

Point out or get delegates to point out (time permitting):
o Steps are numbered; Outline of handrail shown
o Curved lines a convention to show connection between light switches and ceiling lights (so they don’t get confused with dimension lines)
o Radiator in refuge space - hazard for wheelchair user if hot
o 900 FRSC doorway - not clear if this is clear opening or structural opening - OT may need to double check with architect
o Symbols for single light switch (connected to two ceiling lights), ceiling light and emergency light.

1:20
The scale is so ‘large’, you can see lots of detail but now the drawing is too big to fit on the page/slide. Either get bigger piece of paper e.g. change from A4 to A3 or reduce down the 
scale e.g. to 1:50

Point out or get delegates to point out (time permitting):
o Can see handrail now and see that it’s continuous and curves around the flights; can also see the 300mm over run at the bottom of the flight
o Overrun ‘returns to the wall’ - useful if someone has poor dexterity or visual impairment and likely to catch their sleeve or hand on the end of an open rail
o Can see detailing on doorway and door frame - could probably measure off clear opening width from this and check if it is actually 900
o Dashed lines along steps indicate nosings.

All scales
Slide shows same stairwelll drawn to different scales.
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If take out scale rule and measure using the designated scales, the same results will come up each time i.e. identical measurements.
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To amend - redo the 1:20 scale rule image

Aim: introduce the scale ruler

• Can buy scale rules from large stationers such as WH Smith, Staples, Rymans etc - – vary in price from a few 

pounds to around £20

• If buying scale rule, make sure it has scales you need – not all scale rules are the same e.g. architectural scale 

rules will have different scales from engineering scale rules.

• Will cover uses of different scales on next slide

• Pros and cons of ‘flat’ versus ‘triangular’ scale rules and 150mm (6”) versus 300mm (1’) scale rules. No right or 

wrong types – a matter of personal preference.

• Triangular Scale Rule– pros: more sides so more scales. Some rules provide one scale only per edge but most 

provide two (so number of scales provided can range from 6 – 12) . Sits flat on table. Con: can be hard to see the 

scales as you have to peer over the ‘spines’.

• Flat Scale Rule – pro: no ‘spines’ so can see scales more easily. Cons: less sides than triangular scale rule, but 

normally 2 on each so typically 8 scales. Is not completely flat and wobbles slightly.

• 6” & 12” – 150mm (6”) ok for domestic properties as sizes relatively small but 300mm (12”) recommended if 

working on larger spaces such as blocks of flats, communal building, gardens etc.

• Good idea to get permanent marker or coloured dots and mark the 1:20 and 1:50 scales so they can be located 

easily.

• Ask participants to take out their scale rules and give spares to any that don’t have them

• Ask them how to confirm how many mm in a metre (1000mm in 1 metre)

• Ask participants to locate scale of 1:20 on their scale rule

• Explain how to measure object such as doorway e.g. place the 0 against one side of the doorway and count along 

til reach the other side of doorway, and then see what the measurement is. You can demonstrate this using a flip 

chart if needed.

• Ask delegates to work out what the individual (small) units are in 1:20, then same in 1:50.
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• Point out that many rules have two scales per edge and not to get them mixed up. Tend to be 
related e.g. 1:20 and 1:200. I:50 and 1:5. 1:10 and 1:100.
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This is a basic exercise to give delegates opportunity to measure up using scale rule.
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1. When most or all of delegates have completed exercise, show the answers on the 
screen.

2. Ask them (as a group) if their own answers are similar to those shown on the 
screen

3. Explain they may be out at bit if they’ve rounded up or down but should be out 
no more than around 100mm.



DIMENSIONS

Remind delegates that convention is to use metric measurements on drawings and not
imperial (feet and inches).  Should use millimetres or metres and not centimetres.  
Millimetres more accurate than feet and inches so useful for OTs who are often working in 
very tight spaces.

Explain what the three layers of dimensions on drawing are for:

• Outer layer - overall dimensions of property i.e. the width and the length
• Next layer in - picks up the overall room sizes and wall thicknesses
• Next layer in - picks up individual features of rooms

Could be many more layers, depending on the scheme.
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Aim: to explain the relationship between scale and the space being shown - ensure OT etc
has the appropriate scale drawing for the room or building they are assessing. Shouldn’t 
accept scale that is too small e.g. bathroom drawing at 1:100 or even 1:50 can be hard to 
work with or assess as difficult to measure doorways etc and not sufficient detailing. 

Slide shows the most common scales used in small or domestic schemes.

Essential scales 
• 1:20 and 1:50 - important if buying scale rule to check these are included.

• 1:20 typically for rooms such as bathrooms and kitchens and 1:50 for floor plans of 
domestic properties.

Additional scales that are desirable to have on a scale rule are:

• 1:100 and 1:200 (if working on buildings or spaces a bit bigger than individual domestic 
properties) e.g. plans for block of flats or communal gardens/spaces etc
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Ask how many delegates now receive drawings from surveyors etc via email?

Explain these are normally attached as pdfs (portable document format)

EMPHASISE: delegates should not assume any drawings they receive are actually (a) to the scale stated 
in the title block and (b) free of distortion (printers can be calibrated differently leading to some 
distortion).

They should develop standard practice of double checking every drawing before reviewing it to ensure 
it is both to scale and has minimal distortion. 

Drawings can be out of scale / distorted for number of reasons:
• Printed to wrong paper size e.g. drawing says 1:50 @ A3 but OT prints out on A4 paper and so 

won’t come out to scale
• Drawing printed to correct paper size but printer calibrated differently than architect’s/ surveyor’s 

and so some possible distortion
• Drawing photocopied – minor distortion

What if drawing is to A3, A2 or A1 size
• Perhaps OT (or equivalent) does not have appropriate printer (maybe only has access to A4 printer) 

- what to do?
• Need to request hard copy from designer/surveyor.
• Or acquire software (commonly Adobe Professional) which will allow you to measure the drawing 

electronically, on the computer, without having to print out.
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Slide shows methods of checking drawing in terms of (a) scale and (b) distortion.

Methods listed in order of accuracy/reliability - starting with the optimum method, the scale bar.

Scale bar
• Scale bar best indicator - will expand/retract with rest of drawing e.g. if drawing has been distorted, scale bar 

can be used as measuring tool. 

• Scale bars required on drawings being submitted to planning - good practice to include them on all drawings.

• For example, Planning Portal states that for planning and building control applications:
“All plans and drawings must have a scale bar, key dimensions, the direction of North, original paper size 
and scale (e.g. 1:200 at A3) clearly marked on them”

Dimension line
Next best method. Explain that best to look for biggest dimension on drawing as this will show up better any 
distortion. If they check against a short line, it may not show.

Kitchen worktop
Pretty reliable as these are almost always shown as 600mm deep

Turning circle 
Not so reliable as these days people not just using 1500mm TCs but also 1700mm and 1800mm - but best to use if 
above not available as 1500mm still very common

Beds
These are normally drawn at around 2.1 or 2.2M long. Not as accurate as scale bar, dim lines or worktops but 
fairly reliable.

NB - advise delegates not to verify against doorways as these come in a range of sizes and so nothing concrete to 
measure against.
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Second exercise - Joe

Explain that this is not going to be a case study i.e. assessing the accessibility of a 
scheme, but is more an exercise in reading a drawing, picking out features and 
interpreting the changes that are being made.

Speaker notes
See separate speaker notes for this exercise i.e. Q&A sheet.
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OT or equivalent is working with range of technical personnel such as architects, surveyors, grants officers, builders and so on. Crucial 
that they are as clear and accurate in their recommendations as possible to avoid costly and disruptive mistakes.

If terms/recommendations are very general, then potential for different people to interpret differently. Additionally, contactors may 
need to alter things on site as they discover problems or issues during the building works and important they have clear and accurate 
guidance from OT as to what is needed.

Useful to build the items on the slide into specification/design brief as ‘terms of reference’.

Assume all dimensions given are to finished surface (and not to structure)
Explain difference between ‘to structure’ (back to brickwork?) and ‘to finished surface’ (once everything fitted - plasterboard, tiles, 
skirting board etc). ‘To finished surface’ is the equivalent of a doorway ‘clear opening width’ - it is what the OT (or equivalent) is 
concerned with as this is the usable space available. Explain that on drawings for new build schemes, extensions etc, the rooms will 
generally show ‘to structure’ only. Important when OT giving recommendations for extension etc, that states the dimensions are ‘to 
finished surfaces’. (see next slide for example of where this wasn’t done and the consequences).

Assume all room dimensions provided (e.g. for extension) are ‘internal’ and not ‘external’
Essential OT (or equivalent) states that dimensions given for rooms or extensions are ‘internal dims’ only. Many costly mistakes where 
builder assumed they were the external dimensions. On flipchart, show delegates how space eaten up as the external cavity walls are 
taken out of this space, then plaster board etc - and how the room can end up considerably smaller than was recommended.

Internal dimensions to be clear of any obstructions such as pipework
Essential for OTs or equivalent to include this as term of reference - see slide for what can happen if not. Is a not infrequent
occurrence.

Assume all door opening widths given are ‘clear opening widths’ and not ‘structural opening widths�or ‘door leaf widths’
New build drawings generally show doorway with structural openings - need to be aware of this. Useful term of reference to state that 
any doorway widths recommended by OT should automatically be assumed to be clear opening and not structural. Flags this up for 
technical person in case they haven’t thought about it.
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Case example: Internal dimensions to be clear of any obstructions such as pipework

This is an example from one of the trainer’s schemes that she was working on.

OT didn’t specify that the dimensions recommended should be clear of obstruction 
and the builders put the drainage (boxed in) in this space - so reduced wheelchair 
circulation space.

Note the difference between what was recommended (8.3 sq m) and what was built 
(7.3 sq m).

Blue marks boxing in for the pipe work - full height of wall. 
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Furniture (full size) - useful to have furniture included on drawing. Gives clearer idea of 
available circulation space and any ‘pinch’ points.

Turning circles or squares - very useful to have on drawings as put in perspective the actual 
circulation space that will be available to wheelchair users

Advise that a standard bottle top (bottled water), if you draw the outline, will give a turning 
circle of 1500mm at scale 1:50; a can of Heinz baked beans, if you draw the outline, will give 
a turning circle of 1500mm at scale 1:20.

Radiators - often left off drawings and Ots (or equivalents) should note this, particularly in 
bathrooms and toilets where they are crucial but where space is often restricted. If they are 
not included in drawing, can give false sense of available wall space. Additionally, often added 
on at fit out stage and inserted next to wc pan where they can block access for shower 
commode chair. If reviewing bathroom, ask for positioning of radiators to be shown. They can 
take up a lot of wall space.
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Elevations

Elevations primarily show heights and changes in level e.g. slide shows heights of 
window cills and presence of step or steps at entrances.

Can be very useful when doing extensions, to see before and after back of house.

Can have front, rear and side elevations. Can also be termed by the direction in which 
they face: north-facing, south-facing etc

The direction in which a room faces may be important in terms of daylight levels e.g. if 
service user is to spend good deal of time in proposed living room or bedroom, it may 
be important that it faces south……

Elevations can show materials used on outside buildings e.g. cladding, brick etc – often 
required with planning applications

Windows show direction of opening i.e. the point of the ‘v’ indicates the position of the 
hinge. May be relevant if opening out onto ramp running along side of building.

Side elevation of office building on slide shows that the approach is sloping – may be 
important if it is leading to accessible parking bay for instance. 

Different elevations show different aspects and give different information
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Sections
Sections are a vertical slice through a building or part of a building

They show:
• Changes in level e.g. steps, stairs
• Heights e.g. room height, window cill
• Roof construction – can it be adapted or converted to habitable space, or used to support ceiling track hoist 

See how walls line up – may indicate if wall is load bearing, though not foolproof

Sections most useful for ramps, steps and sometimes for kitchens and bathrooms

Sections usually marked by double letters, starting with AA, BB etc.  The letters are placed at each end of the 
section.

The section line is drawn on the plan and this is the point from which the section is taken. 

The direction in which the section is facing is shown either by arrows (see slide) or the side of the line on which 
the letters are placed

The section on the slide shows:
o Construction of walls
o Foundations
o Reveals that there is a change of level between the bedroom and the adjacent cupboard/bathroom – this is 

not shown on the plan view
o There is also a change of level down into the kitchen – which is not shown on plan view
o Dimensions of risers and goings on staircase
o Heights of rooms, doorways etc
o Construction of roof

Point out to the delegates the relationship between facilities in the section and the same ones in the plan view -
so they can see how they relate to each other. E.g. relate the ground floor on section to ground floor on plan 
view.



Section (shower) and sectional elevation (kitchen)

Is very obvious why section in bathroom very useful, in terms of heights shower seat, 
shower unit, grab rail etc.

Re kitchen: ask delegates to say what information the plan view gives (e.g. turning 
space, arrangement and depth of work tops, sockets, sink etc.  Then ask them what 
information the plan view does not give (e.g. heights of surfaces, sockets or knee 
clearance underneath).

Point out that the section shows:
• Heights of sink, sockets, work top, wall mounted cupboard etc
• Shows that there is no knee clearance for wheelchair user
• Worktops have base units underneath
• Sink has shelf and cupboard door
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Exercise No. 3 - McAlpine.

Try to fit this in if possible as a useful exercise.
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Quickly summarise what has been covered in the session
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13.40 start delegate case
14.15 finish
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